ABSTRACT User alignment across social networks can facilitate more information/knowledge transferring across networks and thereby benefit several applications, including social link prediction, cross-domain recommendation, and information diffusion. Several works try to learn a common subspace for networks by preserving the structural proximities, such that different contribution weights of neighbors are ignored as users were always connected by unweighted edges. In this paper, we propose an attention-based network embedding model that exploits the social structures for user alignment. In particular, two main components are contained in our model framework: a masked graph attention mechanism which tries to learn the alignment task driven attention weights by the supervision of pre-aligned user pairs, and an embedding algorithm tries to learn a common vector space by explicitly modeling the weighted contribution probabilities between follower-ships and followee-ships. With the learned weights and embeddings transferring between these two components, we construct a unified model for user embedding and alignment. Stochastic gradient descent and negative sampling are adopted for efficient learning and scalability. The extensive experiments on real-world social network data sets demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed model compared with several state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays participating in multiple online social platforms is ubiquitous pattern of the internet users for their online social lives. Users always join different social platforms for different purposes. For example, a user signs in Instagram for sharing photos with her/his friends and uses Twitter for sharing opinions/emotions with others. Although several platforms provide interfaces for users signing in with a unified account id, there are still a large number of users tend to use isolate accounts for different platforms. They may have security or anonymity considerations. Thus, aligning users across social networks attracts much attention from both
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yong Xiang. academia and industry. Properly aligning users can transfer information/knowledge across social networks for alleviating sparsity and ''cold start" problem. Thereby, it benefits several social network mining applications such as link prediction [1] , [2] , cross-domain recommendation [3] , [4] and information diffusion [5] . Considering the product recommendation task which exists in most of the commercial platforms (Note several commercial platforms also have social function for customer stickiness). This task can be prompted by aligning the users who have not performs any actions from other platform. User activities on other platform can provide rich information for building the recommendation models. For example, a user who have not buy any products in online shop A, but his aligned account in a social platform B posts several contents related to sport related topics. Recommending the sport products to this user is a more friendly manner than recommend the best selling products (which the online shop always do). In addition, user alignment can also promote government administration. Properly aligning users is helpful for monitoring the actions of a potential corrupted officers over the whole online network, which can reduce a mount of manual works for anti-corruption officers.
A direct way for aligning users across networks is exploiting the similarity of usernames. Several works based on prefix/postfix [6] , the entropy based rareness [7] and n-gram model [8] are conducted and their effectiveness on some datasets are shown. These methods always fail in the scenarios that users deliberately use diverse usernames in different social networks. Alternatively, classification models have also been proven as a suitable way for user alignment. With manual selecting features from user profiles (including username, location, phone number, etc.) and structures [9] , Support Vector Machine and Energy-based model [10] are used for training the model based on pre-aligned user (hereinafter called anchor) pairs. The classification-based methods may suffer from the high imbalance of training instances as the anchor pairs are hard to be obtained. In addition, the availability of rich and correct profiles sometime cannot be assumed in many situations. Recently, representation learning based algorithms(approaches) show its effectiveness on this task, matrix factorization on incidence matrix [11] , hyper-graph [12] , [13] or network embedding algorithms [14] , [15] are used for learning a common subspace across networks. In which, matrix factorization always has matrix inverse or eigenvectors involved, which makes them hard to be used on large-scale dataset. Network embedding methods learn embeddings by preserving the structural proximity between users. With the supervision of anchor pairs, they project all users into a common space. When embedding methods meet with unweight graphs (such as only friend or follower/followee relationships between users), they always ignore different contribution weights of neighbors while preserving the structural proximity.
Equally considering the contributions of all neighbors does not make sense and will confuse structural proximity based alignment models. The neighbors who have strong tendency following same friends should have high contributions to its followers/followees and vice versa. Moreover, it is a challenging work for manually identifying the importance of neighbors as the action of following the same friends may be affected by several internal or external factors. In this paper, we propose an Attention Based Network Embedding (ABNE) model for user alignment across social networks. In detail, with the supervision of anchor pairs, a masked graph attention mechanism is adopted for automatically learning the alignment task-driven weights between users. Based on this, an across structure preserving embedding algorithm is proposed. It explicitly models the follower-ship and followeeship. By transferring information between the attention mechanism and the embedding algorithm, the embedding and alignment can be performed under a unified framework.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
• We propose a masked graph attention mechanism. With the supervision of anchor pairs, a simple but effective feed-forward neural network automatically learns the alignment-driven weights between users.
• We incorporate weights into a structure preserving embedding model. By properly transferring information between the attention mechanism and the embedding algorithm, a unified framework is proposed for user embedding and alignment.
• We evaluate the proposed model with well-designed experiments based on realistic datasets. The experiments' result demonstrates significant improvement on user alignment precision and robustness in comparison with other state-of-the-art approaches.
II. RELATED WORK A. USER ALIGNMENT ACROSS SOCIAL NETWORKS
User alignment, also called social identity linkage [16] , user identity linkage [17] , [18] , and anchor link prediction [19] in some literatures, aims at identifying one user's accounts across social networks. The corresponding models can roughly be categorized into unsupervised and supervised. The unsupervised methods try to align users without any anchor pairs. In which the similarity of usernames are widely used for the alignment. Features such as prefix/postfix added variants of username [6] , entropy based rareness [7] are always be adopted for the similarity calculation. Liu et al. [8] define the rareness of username based on n-gram model. Based on this definition, ''pseudo labeled" anchor data is generated for the alignment model training. In addition to username, the structural similarity can also be used for this task. For instance, the Big-align [20] algorithm for graph matching on bipartite graphs and UMA (Unsupervised Multi-network Alignment) [21] algorithm is optimized by minimizing the friendship inconsistence. Li et al. [22] try to learn a projection function to minimize the earth move distance (EMD) between users in two networks. A GAN based model UUIL gan and a matrix transformation based model UUIL omt are proposed for the user alignment. Several representation learning methods are used for unsupervised user alignment [41] , in which the embeddings are learned by users' relationships, then a iterative process adopted for user alignment.
For the supervised model, one important direction is transforming the alignment task into a classification problem. In the feature selection stage, username, nickname, profile, user relationships [9] , structure consistency across networks [16] , structural relationships (including Common Neighbors, Jaccard's coefficient, Adamic/Adar) [19] , temporal and spatial features of user action, user content similarity [19] , user's memory and keyboard layout [24] , global and local alignment consistency [10] are all studied and show the effectiveness in several scenarios. For the classification model, Naive Bayesian, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression and Energy-based model [10] are all widely used. Furthermore, there are several works try to combine the classification model with probabilistic model. For instance, Zhang et al. [23] , [25] adopt the PositiveUnlabeled classification model for building the transformation matrix. Then a random walk is performed on the matrix for obtaining the aligning probabilities between users across networks. There are some other works proposing an iterative process based on user similarity. Zhou et al. [26] propose FRUI (Friend Relationship-Based User Identification) algorithm which iteratively align users by calculating a structure based matching degree for all candidate user matched pairs. Feng et al. [33] propose three similarity metrics (CPS,CCS, and CPS + ) for users across networks. By mathematically proving the effectiveness of these similarities, a two-stage iterative algorithm CPCC is used for the alignment. Shen and Jin [27] define a distance between the features of users' profile and neighbors', then a propagation algorithm is adopted for iteratively identifying users across networks. Zhong et al. [28] propose a weekly supervised alignment model CoLink which incorporates an attribute based model and a relation based model into a co-training style. Through these two models reinforcing each other, CoLink iteratively aligns the users with a few anchor pairs. Sun et al. [42] proposed a bootstrap algorithm which obtains the potential anchors in every iteration for the next calculation. This model achieves a state-of-the-art performance in entity alignment in graphs.
Recently, representation learning based models are conducted for the alignment. This series of methods try to learn a common vector space for user alignment without manually defining the features. For instance, incidence matrix [11] or hyper-graph [12] , [13] are always be used for modeling user's information, then a dimension reduction algorithm is designed for learning a common continuous vector for each user. Based on this, similarity calculation can be used for the alignment. Heimann et al. [30] use the xNetMF model to learn the node embeddings and the KDTree to get the similarity of users for the unsupervised alignment. With the development of network embedding, several embedding-based models show advantages on this task. Su et al. [29] design a Constrained Dual Embedding model for multiple (more than two) social network, an effective NS-Alternation algorithm is adopted for the optimization. Zhang et al. [31] propose a graph neural network model for alignment, in which the attribute embedding and structural embedding are incorporated into a convolutional neural network. Then the classifier is learned for predicting the alignment label. Cheng et al. [32] propose the UASIP model which captures structural interaction and structural propagation for leaning a more robust representation across networks. Man et al. [15] adopt network embedding algorithm for learning two network embeddings separately, then a multi-Layer perceptron which can capture the non-linear relationship between embeddings is used for mapping users across networks. Liu et al. [14] propose IONE (Input Output Network Embedding) which tries to model followers/followees as different context vectors. With hard/soft constraints of anchor users, IONE learns a unified vector space by preserving second-order structural proximity.
Different from these embedding based methods, our framework tries to overcome the challenge on ignorance of neighbors contribution weights when embedding models meet with unweighted graphs. With transferred weights from masked graph attention mechanism, we incorporate this alignment driven weights into the embedding model.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM
Attention mechanism have provided some state-of-the-art models in several machine learning tasks. The advantages of this mechanism are making model focus on more important detailed information's and neglecting the useless information's. It is successfully applied in image classification [34] , machine translation [35] and semantic role labeling [36] in recent years. For social network analysis, it has also been proved effective in single network. For example, GAT (Graph Attention Networks) [37] tries to learn node representation by leveraging masked self-attention layers, it achieves or matches the state-of-the-art performance on the node classifications. Sang et al. [38] propose AAANE (Attention-based Adversarial Autoencoder Network Embedding) framework for the node classifications, with an attention-based autoencoder, they use adversarial learning algorithm for learning node embeddings.
In this paper, we extend the attention mechanism to multiple social networks. Furthermore, rather than using pure attention mechanism [37] for user modeling or as a supplement layer [38] of encoder learning, our framework tries to combine the attention model and embedding model (see Model Framework Section for details). By transferring attention weights and embeddings between the two models, our framework aims at learning a more precise and robust model for user alignment.
III. MODEL FRAMEWORK
ij } is the set of weights of corresponding edges. w X /Y ij = 1 when the social network only has follower/followee relationships.
Our framework is consisted of two main parts: a masked graph attention mechanism and a structure preserving embedding model. Fig. 1 illustrates construction of our framework. The left part is the attention mechanism. By using anchor pair as supervisor and minimizing the square loss, it tries to learn the attention weights and transfers learned weights to the embedding model. The right part is the embedding model. It learns structural preserving embeddings with help of transferred weights and anchor pairs. Besides, it can transfer embeddings to attention mechanism as initial vectors for leaning a better attention weights. Before giving the detailed descriptions for the two components, we firstly provide the main notations we use through this paper. Which is shown in Table 1 .
A. MASKED GRAPH ATTENTION MECHANISM
The masked graph attention mechanism used in our framework aims at distinguishing different importance's of one user's neighbors for the alignment task. Specifically, we try to learn an attention weight α
where and her/his neighbors. This is why this attention mechanism is called ''masked''. When the attention weights are obtained, the attention vector of every user can be given as Eq. (2).
The attention vector is the weighted combination of her/his neighbors' vectors. In order to learn an effective attention for this vector, the anchor pair (positive instance) and nonanchor (negative instance) pair are used as supervisor. Then a square loss function defined in Eq. (3) is used as the optimized object. 1
1 The reason of adopting square loss instead of pair-wise ranking objective is due to the efficiency issue. Note that the pair-wise ranking objective needs an exhaustive search on all un-mapped user and all users in the other network. For example, 100 un-mapped anchor pairs needs 100*5000 pairs when the number of the other network users is 5000, which is extremely higher than just sampling some negative pairs for square loss. The experiments results also show the effectiveness of square loss function compared with the baseline models.
where σ is the sigmoid function, n = #|positive pairs| + #|negative pairs| is number of the total training examples for attention mechanism training and y ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether this pair belongs to the same user across network X and Y . Note that only − → a X /Y are the parameters need to be learned in this attention mechanism, thus a simple but effective back propagation algorithm is used for this model learning. Taking ∂L ∂ − → a X for example, the gradient can be given as:
where in Eq. (5) is defined as Eq. (6):
The left part of Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of this attention mechanism.
Note that the attention vector − → u i * X /Y (in Eq.(2)), which obtained by the across attention mechanism, can be used for the user alignment directly. 2 But it may lack of robustness as these attention vectors are the combination of directed neighbors' vectors. Based on this consideration, we transfer the attention weights α X /Y ij (calculated in Eq.1) to a embedding model which descried the next section for learning the more robust representations of users.
B. EMBEDDING MODEL WITH ATTENTION WEIGHTS
With the transferred weights from attention mechanism, we try to learn a common vector space for the users in the both social networks. Specially, we aim at learning a function
Without loss of generality, we assume that all the social networks are directed graph (with follower/followee relationships) as the undirected graph (which only has friend relationships) can be transformed by changing friend relationship as follower and followee relationships. As illustrated in the right part of Fig. 1 , one can be considered as input/output context of others when she/he act as the follower/followee role in one edge. Then, every user are represented as three types of vectors: − → u X /Y as the user vector, − → u X /Y as the input context vector of its followers and − → u X /Y as the output context vector of its followees.
In order to learn a structure preserving embeddings for users across networks. We firstly define two contribution probabilities between users in one relationship. In detail, for one edge u
where |V | X /Y is the set of users in one social network in network X or Y . Similarly, We can define the contribution probability
's output context vector as Eq. (8) 
Based on p 1 and p 2 , we can form the structure preserving object in separated networks. In detail, we define two empirical probabilities p 1 (u
kj . Note that contributions of neighbors are considered equally when the embedding model meet with un-weighted social networks (w X /Y = 1). This does not make sense in most cases. For solving this problem, the α X /Y ij transferred from the attention mechanism is added to the empirical probabilities.
After defining the contribution probabilities and empirical probabilities, we minimize the KL divergence between them for preserving the structural proximity in separated social networks. We can observe that the α X /Y ij (see Eq. (1)), which used for model the contributions between one user pair, acts as one part of empirical probabilities for supervising the embeddings learning for users' vectors and the corresponding context vectors. Base on this, we can directly get a more robust vectors without the α X /Y ij weighted combinations of directed neighbors. Then the objective function can be written as: 
From Eq. (10) we can see that minimizing O 1 means maximizing the value of p 1 and p 2 , which lead to the big value of inner product between − → u i and its context vectors. That means if users share more similar set of context users, they can be more close in the embedding space. This completes the preserving embedding object for individual social network.
For structural preserving across networks, we use the anchor pairs as ''bridge'' node. 
From Eq. (12) we can see that the anchor in one network can be updated by other network's context users. If we initialize the anchors' embedding as the same value, we can keep the embedding of anchor users coincide in the embedding space. And the users who are close in this space can be selected as candidates for the alignment task.
After defining the individual and across networks preserving objective function, the attention based embeddings can be obtained by minimizing the combined objective function
}. For the model inference, stochastic gradient descent algorithm is adopted for the optimization. Taking − → u i X as example, the gradient can be computed as:
Similar with LINE [39] , the alias table is used for a fast sampling, and negative sampling method is used for effectively compute the log p 1 . The overall learning algorithm is summarized as algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 The ABNE Learning Algorithm
Require: Two social networks G X and G Y , a set of anchors U a , attention learning rate η 1 , embedding learning rate η 2 , # of negative samples K , Framework Learning iteration #iter. Ensure: A set of attention vectors − → u i * , a set of embedding
for iter = 0; iter < #iter; iter = iter + 1 do 3:
repeat 5: for N in (X , Y ) do 6: Sample one edge (u i ,u j ) from G N
7:
Update − → u i , based on Eqs.(13) et al. 8 :
Sample a negative node u t
10:
Update − → u i based on Eqs. (13) et al.
11:
end for 12: end for 13: until convergence 14: Transfer − → u to the attention model.
15:
repeat 16: for N in (X , Y ) do 17: Sample anchor pairs from U a .
18:
Sample non-anchor pairs randomly. 19: Update − → a , based on Eqs.(4-5). 20: end for 21: until convergence 22: Calculate − → u i * based on Eq.(2).
23:
Transfer − → a back to the embedding model. 24: end for 25: return − → u i * and 26: end procedure C. TIME COMPLEXITY
Here we provide the time complexity analysis of the proposed framework. For the attention mechanism, it will take O(1) for sampling one anchor pair and O(K ) for K non-anchor pairs, then it will take O(d|N i |) for the parameter − → a for the gradient descent, where |N i | is the neighbors of one user in the anchor pair or non-anchor pair, d is the dimension of initial embeddings. Totally, this mechanism will take O(d * (K +1) * |N i | * I ) for training, where I is the iteration number of training. In practice the model can converge in less than 100 iteration numbers (see Fig.4(a) for detail) .
For the embedding model, it takes O(1) for sampling an edge when alias table is used. As there are K negative samples are involved for the optimization, it will take O(d * (K +1)) for training, where d is the dimension of embedding. In practice the number of training step is usually proportional to the number of edges |E|. Finally, the time complexity of embedding is linear to O(d * (K + 1) * |E|).
Overall, our framework will take O(iter
for the whole training, where iter is the outermost iteration number and set as a relative small number in our experiment.
D. ALIGNING USERS ACROSS SOCIAL NETWORKS
Note that there are two types of vectors can be used for the user alignment: the vector − → u * X /Y learned by attention mechanism and − → u X /Y learned by the embedding model. We use u X /Y as a unified representation for their two vectors in this subsection. To map users across networks, cosine similarity between the representations of users across networks are adopted for determining the correspondence.
Then for every user in network X /Y , the users with high similarity in the other network can be selected in the candidate list for the final alignment.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the proposed ABNE model, we employ two real-world datasets which are collected from Foursquare and Twitter [14] , [19] , [25] . The anchor pairs are extracted form Foursquare users' profiles as some user provide links of their Twitter accounts. By removing the users who do not have relationship with others, the statistics of the datasets are listed in Table 2 A. COMPARATIVE METHODS
The proposed model are compared with several state-of-theart models, which are summarized as follows:
• MAH: A hyper-graph based manifold alignment model proposed in [12] , where the hyper-edges are constructed by one user's followers for modeling the high-order relations in a social network.
• CRW: A method called collective random walk with restart which is proposed in [25] . Based on across network matrix which constructed by anchor pairs, a restart random walk is performed for obtaining the probabilities of testing anchors.
• PALE_LINE: One embedding based model proposed in [15] , For separated social network, they learn the embeddings using LINE [39] , then a Multi-Layer Perceptron used for projecting the source embeddings to the target space.
• PALE_DeepWalk: A variant of embedding based model proposed in [15] , in which the embedding learning algorithm is DeepWalk [40] .
• IONE: An input output network embedding model proposed in [14] . In which the embeddings across networks are learned by considering the anchor pairs as hard constraint. In this model, the weight between users are set as 1. For the ABNE model, we have two types of vectors for the alignment. In which the model uses − → u * X /Y is called Vanilla_Attn (Which is similar with GAT [37] except using the across network square loss objective) for another baseline, and model use − → u X /Y is called ABNE for the final model. 3 
B. EVALUATION METRIC
We use Hits@N as the evaluation metrics in this experiment. As there are different results obtained when different social networks are used as source network, we try to evaluate the Hits@N with different source network settings. The metric is defined as:
where |CorrUsers@N | X /Y is the number of unaligned anchor with their corresponding user found among the top N list in the target social network, the size of candidate list is set as |UnAlignedAnchors| = (|UnalignedAnchors| + |UnalignedNonanchors|).
C. COMPARISON RESULTS
We firstly use 90% anchor users as the training data and the 10% as the testing data. The Hits@1 − Hits@30 performances of ABNE and baselines are illustrated in Fig.2 . From which we can observe that ABNE outperforms all baselines in different N settings. The CRW model performs worse than other models. One possible reason is that the adjacency matrices are concatenate by the anchor pairs. The united matrix will be sparse as there is no connection between nonanchor nodes. This will introduce the ''local trap'' for random walkers. Better than CRW, the embedding based methods show its effectiveness in the alignment task. For example, The MAH tries to learn the embedding from the incidence matrix of hyper-graph and performs better than CRW, but the direction of relations is always ignored as the hyper-edges cannot model the direction naturally. The PALE_LINE and PALE_DeepWalk also have good performance as they can model at least one type of direction in the embedding phase (such as second-proximity in LINE or walk on adjacency matrix), but they cannot outperform IONE as they have extra mapping phases which may lose some useful information for alignment. Among all the baselines, the IONE model not only considers the two directions of relations, but also does the embedding and mapping simultaneously. It performs better than other baselines except the case of Hits@1 on Vanilla_Attn. The Vanilla_Attn which uses IONE embedding as initial embeddings as input and learn different weights of neighbors, which can have a more precise at Hits@1 metric (Also illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . But the high-order relations cannot be adopted as the attention mechanism only consider the directed neighbors, this lead to non-robustness of this model. The proposed ABNE model which uses the learned weights of attention mechanism and considers the contributions of bi-directional contexts. It shows an effective and robustness performance in the alignment task. Table.3 shows its percentage improvement compared with several baselines at metric Hits@1, Hits@10 and Hits@30.
In order to evaluate the models' performances under different training ratios settings. We set the training data ratio vary [10%-90%]. Fig.4a illustrates the results at metric Hits@1 and Hits@30. At metric Hits@1 4 we can see that ABNE has the best performance in different training ratios. With the increasing of training data size, it has a sharp upward tendency on the precision. On the contrast, MAH and PALE_LINE cannot effectively use the training data. For Vanilla_Attn and IONE, we observe that Vanilla_Attn outperforms IONE in the most cases. It implies that the learned weights can identify the users more precisely. Fig.3b shows a similar result compared with Fig.3a . The difference between them is: IONE performs better than Vanilla_Attn when the training ratio is bigger than 70%. One possible reason is that when the training anchor increase, the users who have not share anchors can also be identified by sharing ''similar'' neighbors (the ''similar'' neighbors can be the users who share enough anchors). In other words, IONE can model the high-order relations by using all the vectors and context vectors in the training process. Meanwhile the Vanilla_Attn learns only attention weights of directed neighbors and uses the weighting initial vectors to denote one user. Overall, it seems that attention mechanism can align user more precise (such as Hits@1) but lack of robustness. Embedding algorithm can learn a robustness model (such as Hits@N when N is big) but may fail in precision. ABNE employs the advantages of the both models effectively and have a relatively good performance.
As there is an iteration process in the ABNE learning, whether the model can converge is an important factor. Based on this, we record the performance in different iteration numbers. Fig.4a illustrates the results at metric Hits@1 and Hits@30. Note that the Vanilla_Attn and other model have different iteration scales, we use a uniform x-axis for different models (For Vanilla_Attn, 1 denotes the iteration number is 1 * 50. For ABNE and IONE, 1 means 1e6). From Fig.4a we can see that Vanilla_Attn converge in a quite small number of iteration. With the help of attention weights learned by Vanilla_Attn, ABNE also converge faster than IONE. We believe that the attention mechanism is helpful not only for the model performance but also for the model learning.
In addition to iteration number, the dimension of the vector space is also a key factor in the alignment. It affects the complexity of model learning and similarity calculation. Fig.4b illustrates the experimental results. We can see that the IONE performs better than the other models. It can achieve a really stable Hits when the dimension number is around 50. When the number of dimensions larger than 100, the Hits of ABNE and Vanilla_Attn tend to be stable. In fact 100 is not a really big number of dimension, the dimension of MAH needs to be around 1000 (10 times ABNE model) to get the Hits in Fig.2 . Overall, our ABNE model can be stable in a small number of dimensions and provide a more precise embedding for an effective similarity calculation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of user alignment across social networks and propose an attention based network embedding model. Specially, a masked graph attention mechanism and a structural preserving embedding algorithm are contained in the model. By the supervision of anchor pairs, the attention mechanism is adopted for learning the alignment task-driven weights between users. Based on the learned weights, the embedding algorithm explicitly models the contribution probabilities between follower-ship and followeeship. With the learned weights and embeddings transferring between these two components, we construct a unified embeddings model, and the stochastic gradient descent and negative sampling are used for the efficient learning of the parameters. Extensive experiments conducted on two realworld datasets demonstrate that the proposed model can effectively utilize the structural features and outperform several state-of-the-art methods.
Over all, the proposed ABNE model has good performance on user alignment which can benefit applications such as recommendation across online platforms and monitoring unusual actions of potential suspects over networks. It has advantages on aligning users when only the structural features are available, especially the weights of users' relationships are 1. 5 Incorporating different types of features (such as user profiles and user generated contents) into the unified embedding model is an interesting direction, but it is still non-trivial problems as contents are always heterogeneous (such as tweets in twitter and check-ins in foursquare, or even musics in last.fm and photos in instagram, which make it is hard to represent contents as a unified vector space. We leave this as future work. Besides, exploring its applicability to other types of network data is also direction which is worth exploring. 5 which is ubiquitous in the whole network as it's hard to obtain the users' profile due to the privacy policy, and the contents are always heterogeneous. It is hard to model them using a unified feature space. 
